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ABSTRACT With the popularity of IoT devices and cloud technology in the medical industry. Sharing
EHRs (Electronic Health Records) among medical institutions improves the accuracy of medical diagnosis
and promotes the development of public medical. However, it is difficult to share EHRs among hospitals,
and patients typically don’t know about the usage of their health records. In this paper, we propose
a patient-controlled EHRs sharing scheme based on cloud computing collaborating blockchain technol-
ogy. The medical abstract and the access strategy are stored in the blockchain to avoid being tampered
with. To achieve the fine-grained access control, we propose the attribute-based encryption scheme and
multi-keyword encryption scheme to encrypt EHRs.Moreover, we proposed a node-state-checkable Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance consensus algorithm (sc-PBFT) to prevent the Byzantine nodes from sneaking
into the consortium blockchain. First, we check the state of the elected master node to avoid the master node
having any malicious records. Then, using pre-prepared, prepare, and commit processes to complete the
consensus request submitted by the client. At last, the proposed consensus algorithm evaluates the state of
the master node according to the completion of the three-stage process to reduce the impact of the malicious
node on the whole consortium blockchain. By doing this, the malicious node will be marked and isolated into
the isolation area. The experimental results show that the proposed sc-PBFT algorithm has better handling
capability and lower consensus latency. Compared with the PBFT algorithm in the case of Byzantine nodes,
sc-PBFT not only improves the robustness of the consortium blockchain network but also improves the
handling capability.

INDEX TERMS Data sharing, EHR, blockchain, Byzantine node, PBFT, consortium blockchain.

I. INTRODUCTION
The widespread use of medical equipment and sensors inte-
grate with cloud computing and IoT technology provides
high-efficiency medical services [1]. In the healthcare sys-
tems, the hardware devices such as smartphones, tablet PC,
RFID, sensor, the implantable medical device are connected
to the internet providing information interaction and service.
The electronic health records (EHRs) record the patients’
diagnostic and treatment information which contributes to the
provision of convenient health record storage services [2].
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Doctors can provide more efficient treatment plans by syn-
thetically analyzing the previous diagnosis and the treatment
effect for the patients. At the same time, sharing EHRs also
allows excellent medical institutions from various regions
to do comprehensively, accurately, and quickly measures to
improve treatment efficiency and the public medical health
level [3], [4]. Besides, the information island phenomena
of medical data stored by different hospitals are obvious.
Patients always have no acknowledgement of the usage of
their EHRs controlled by hospitals and stored in the cloud
server. Since the patient’s personal information and medi-
cal records are stored in EHRs, it is crucially important to
protect EHRs from attack during the medical data sharing
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process [5]. To safely share medical data between differ-
ent hospitals, the technology called Attribute-based Encryp-
tion (ABE) is proposed to encrypt the EHRs and upload the
ciphertexts to the cloud [6]. To express more flexible access
policies, the ABE technology evolves into the Ciphertext-
Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) and the Key-
Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (KP-ABE) [7], [8]. The
CP-ABE is more suitable for data access control. For
CP-ABE, the ciphertext is connected to an access control
structure in the encryption stage while the users’ private key
is connected with the attribute sets in the process of building
a secret key. Although these methods can encrypt EHRs and
provide fine-grained access control, cloud servers are usually
semi-trusted and may execute the users’ commands, and they
may be curious about the users’ privacy information. Once the
cloud servers are under specific attacks or absence of supervi-
sion, the EHRs may be tampered with, altered, or destructed.

As the core technology of bitcoin, blockchain has the char-
acteristics of decentralization, traceability, and programma-
bility and it can protect the stored data from being tampered
with and forged [9]. In specific scenarios, the blockchain
can also hide the data and can be used to realize safe
and trust EHR management [10]–[12]. Due to the EHRs
usually contain large-scale, cross-media health data such
as CT and other medical image data, and the storage and
data sharing efficiency of blockchain are not high. There
is an urgent need to combine cloud computing technol-
ogy and blockchain technology to reinforce complementary
advantages.

A. OUR WORK
In this paper, we propose a patient-controllable EHRs sharing
scheme based on cloud computing collaborating blockchain
technology. To prevent the cloud server from being tam-
pered with and to audit the integrity of data, we store the
medical abstract and the access strategy in the blockchain.
Using CP-ABE to encrypt the EHRs, and only the user
that satisfies the attribute access strategy can access the
medical data, which achieves the fine-grained access con-
trol. For the encrypted EHRs, the data-sharing model sup-
ports multiplekeywords searching which improves search
efficiency and accuracy. Secondly, we proposed a node-
state-checkable Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance consen-
sus algorithm (sc-PBFT) to prevent the Byzantine nodes
from sneaking into the consortium blockchain. In the pro-
posed consensus algorithm, we check the node state of
the elected master node to avoid the elected master node
having any malicious records. Then, using pre-prepared,
prepare, and commit processes to complete the consensus
request submitted by the client. At last, using the proposed
consensus algorithm to evaluate the state of the master
node according to the completion of the three-stage pro-
cess. By doing this, the malicious node will be marked
and be isolated into the isolation area, which can reduce
the impact of the malicious node on the whole consortium
blockchain.

B. LITERATURE REVIEW
With the rapid development of IoT technology, more and
more people attach importance to the security and privacy
of personal information. As a new type of patient infor-
mation carrier, EHR has become an indispensable tool for
modern medical services [13]. It is considered to be an effi-
cient method to improve the quality of medical services and
accelerate biological medical discoveries. However, the data
system of EHR involves the patients’ privacy, and the security
level of the current EHR storage methods is low and is prone
to data leakage [14]. Moreover, the existing EHR data cannot
be delivered between the databases of different institutions,
and the information isolated island phenomenon will hinder
the precision medicine development. With the rise of cloud
computing, the storage methods of EHRs have developed
significantly. Zhang et al. firstly proposed the cloud-based
security requirements of the EHR system and put forward
some suggestions to ensure the security of EHRs in the
cloud environment [15]. Yang et al. used the attributes of
encryption technology to protect medical data in the cloud
and proposed a new searchable encryption scheme [16].
Xhafa et al. proposed an attribute-based cloud computing
technology to store the EHR data with privacy conscious-
ness [17]. However, these cloud-based security solutions still
have shortcomings and they heavily rely on cloud service
providers. The privacy leak of EHRs probably occurs once
the cloud providers are under some targeted attacks. In addi-
tion, driven by interests, most network devices directly allow
access on the public internet, as a result, hackers can steal
sensitivemedical data through technical methods and conduct
illegal transactions to make huge profits [18]. To ensure the
security of the sensitive medical data in the cloud environ-
ment, Alshehri et al. proposed a CP-ABE-based fine-grained
flexible access control strategy to encrypt the EHRs and
only the users with corresponding attributes can decrypt the
ciphertext [19]. Yang et al. proposed a healthy data sharing
scheme that supports keywords retrieval and timing-start
proxy re-encryption. The data users can search the EHRs
within the required time and the data owners can control the
search and decryption time [20]. Huang et al. proposed a
kind of recommendation protocol based on Euclid Similarity
distance to reduce the patients’ privacy leakage [21]. How-
ever, the computing ability of the proposed algorithm is low
with a huge cost of storage. To recommend suitable condi-
tional attributes to replace the proxy re-encryption scheme
and proposed a fine-grained privacy protection EHR shar-
ing scheme based on cloud computing. In actual application
scenarios, the attributes of data users are not unchanged,
Yuan et al. used attribute encryption to encrypt EHRs and
uploaded them to cloud servers to facilitate the sharing of
data [22]. At the same time, to ensure the security of the
ciphertexts, the authors used version number marking and
proxy re-encryption to achieve the revocation of the cur-
rent user attribute. Rao proposed a secure attribute-based
signature and encrypted EHR sharing scheme, compared
with the previous methods this method supports shorter
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ciphertexts and requires fewer double linear pair calcula-
tions [23]. In 2008, Satoshi firstly proposed the blockchain,
which can be regarded as a distributed database that satis-
fies the decentralization, tamper resistance, and asymmetric
encryption. In addition, smart contracts in the blockchain
can also enhance the interoperability of medical data and
have strong application potential in the medical field [24].
Xue et al. designed a blockchain-based medical data-sharing
model, by providing the sensory mechanism this method can
solve the problems of data inspection, storage, and synchro-
nization between medical institutions, but this method has
some shortcomings in data storage [25]. Dagher et al. pro-
posed a framework using the Ethereum platform to transfer
the ownership and control of EHRs to data owners. The
authors also developed a variety of smart contracts and used
proxy re-encryption technology to further protect the privacy
of EHRs [26]. Guo et al. proposed an attribute-based multi-
authority signature scheme. This method only considered pri-
vacy protection for the access control mechanism rather than
the data itself. From the perspective of data itself, protecting
data privacy is simpler and more effective than access control
mechanisms [27]. Rahman et al. combined distributed key
generation technology with the proxy re-encryption technol-
ogy, designing data sharing security protocol, but this method
doesn’t support one-to-many data sharing [28]. Analyzing
the above existing EHR sharing schemes, although these
above-mentioned schemes achieved a certain degree of suc-
cess in this field of EHR sharing, there are still some areas that
can be improved. For example, only using cloud servers for
data storage may cause data tampering or leakage, etc. Using
the blockchain alone can’t avoid the problem of low effi-
ciency when storing large-scale medical data. Therefore, it is
necessary to integrate blockchain with cloud storage technol-
ogy together to realize EHR data sharing. At the same time,
how to store data safely and how does the patient controls
the data access, and how data users perform ciphertext search
efficiently, and how to improve the efficiency of data sharing,
are worthy of further investigation. The mainstream consen-
sus algorithm of blockchain including Proof of Work (POW),
Proof of Stack (PoS), Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS), Raft
Consensus, and Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)
Algorithm. Different consensus algorithms have different
characteristics, and they can be roughly divided into two
categories, one is the BFT-based consensus algorithm [29],
which can tolerate a certain percentage of Byzantine nodes
but it will take a long time to achieve consensus. For example,
the PoW algorithm is used as the consensus algorithm for
bitcoin, which requires blockchain nodes to calculate ran-
domness hash values to prove their work, and the nodes can
achieve consensus only the result achieves at least 51% of the
whole network nodes’ agreement [30]. Reference [31] pro-
posed a scalable Byzantine Fault Tolerance (SBFT), which
can tolerate the number of Byzantine nodes as less than
a third of the total number of nodes. This mechanism can
reduce the number of blocks on the blockchain communi-
cation overhead between the points, so the number of the

nodes can be further expanded. Crash Fault Tolerance (CFT)
algorithm can tolerate the failures in the consensus, although
it can help the network reach consensus quickly, it needs to
run in the network with an authentication mechanism [32].
Reference [33] proposed a partially decentralized consensus
algorithm with a high communication speed, but it needs to
elect a reliable master node. According to the above analyze,
it is necessary to propose a consensus algorithm taking the
consensus efficiency and consensus security into account.

C. THE ORGANIZATION OF THIS ARTICLE
The structure of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 1, we review the related works about EHR sharing
and consensus algorithms. Then, in Section 2, we present
the details of our proposed EHR sharing scheme and related
algorithms. Section 3 offers the details of the improved PBFT
consensus algorithm. In Section 4, we present the compar-
ative analyses of the proposed EHR sharing model and the
consensus algorithm. Finally, we make some conclusions and
the future work in Section 5.

II. THE PROPOSED EHR SHARING MODEL
In this section, we elaborate on the design goal of the pro-
posed EHR data-sharing model and focus on explaining the
logical framework and running process of themodel. It should
be noted that in this section we focus on the overall archi-
tecture of the proposed model, and give the details on the
cloud computing collaborated blockchain-based EHR shar-
ing scheme.

A. THE DESIGN GOAL OF THE PROPOSED EHR SHARING
MODEL
The design goal of our proposed model can be summarized
as follows.

Patient-controllable data sharing. In practice, patients can’t
fully grasp the usage of their EHRs, this paper focuses on the
design of a patient-controllable EHR sharing model in which
the patient can decide the access rights of his/her EHR.

Protect the privacy of EHR. Due to EHRs store lots
of private information, it is important to guarantee the
integrity of EHR. This paper combines cryptography and
blockchain technology to protect patients’ EHRs by distribut-
ing attributes and encrypting. By doing so, we can protect
the integrity and auditability of EHRs during the data sharing
process.

Fine-grained and efficient access control. By using the
improved CP-ABE scheme, we achieve the goal of data
fine-grained and efficient access control.

Safe search for keywords. This paper constructs a safely
searchable encryption scheme by which data users can take
advantage of the multiple keyword algorithm to generate the
tokens of the keywords. Only the user’s identity satisfies the
preset access strategy, the user has access to the historical
EHR. If the identity of the sniffer doesn’t satisfy the preset
access strategy, the sniffer can’t get the EHR even if he/she
acknowledges the keyword.
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FIGURE 1. The logic framework of the EHR sharing model.

B. THE LOGIC STRUCTURE AND RUNNING PROCESS OF
THE PROPOSED MODEL
In this paper, we combine blockchain technology with cloud
servers for storing data in both on-chain and off-chain
(cloud servers). At the same time, we use the CP-ABE
scheme and multiple keywords safe searchable encryption
scheme to achieve fine-grained and efficient access control.
Figure 1 shows the relations among the main entities of the
EHR sharing system. The main entities of the EHR sharing
model are shown below.
Trusted Center(TC): TC is completely trusted, which sets

the master public key and secret key of the system, and
generates the public and private key pair for DO and CS.
Attribute Agency (AA): AA can be hospitals, insurance

companies, or other medical research institutions. It verifies
the identity of DU and generates a private key for a legal DU.
Consortium Blockchain (BC): BC stores the abstract of

the encrypted data and verifies the DU’s request.
Cloud Server (CS): CS is a cloud service provider which

stores the encryption data and the access strategy.
Data Owner (DO): DO is the patient who encrypts the

EHR, stores data, and generates the data access strategy.
Data user (DU): DU is the doctor, or the insurance com-

pany manager or other users who want to view patients’
EHRs.

The running process of this model is shown as follows:
Step 1: Global Setting. It is executed by TC, including

setting global public parameters, public attribute keys, and
system master public key and master secret key.

Step 2: Secret key generating. TC verifies the identities of
DO and CS and set public and private key pair for them. DU
sends a request to AA when it wants to join the system. AA
assigns identity uid to the legal DU and attributes A aid, uid.
Step 3: Data encryption. DO selects the keywords for the

data and set the keyword index. Randomly Select the secret
key kθ to encrypt the data and encrypt kθ .
Step 4: Data storage. As shown in Figure 2, to avoid the

data stored in CS being tampered with, the data is stored in
both on-chain and off-chain (cloud server).

FIGURE 2. The structure of on-chain and off-chain data storage.

Medical data and medical data abstract are clarified in
Figure 3. DO encrypts the original medical data and uploads
it to CS, and store the medical data abstract in the blockchain.
Merkle tree structure [34] can be used to verify the integrity
and authenticity of the data. DO encrypts EHRs and gets
the ciphertext ct, then signs ct and gets the signature SigDO.
At the same time, DO calculate the hash of the cipheryext,
and send cipheryext, SigDO, and hash value to CS to verify
the signature of DO and the hash of ct, if the hash of ct is
the same as the sent hash, it proved that CS received the
right cipheryext and return the data location toDO, otherwise
return ⊥.

Step 5: Data access. DU uses the searchable encryption
algorithm to calculate the search token base on the public key
and keyword set. DU sends a search request to the master
node. After receiving the search request, the node will run
the matching algorithm to verify whether the keyword index
matches the data token. If it is successfully matched, it is
shown that the data file isn’t deleted and the blockchain will
return the corresponding data abstract toDU, otherwise return
⊥. When executing this algorithm, DU firstly calculates the
content secret key kθ and decrypt the data location, then send
a request to CS. If the attribute set of DU satisfies the access
strategy defined by DO, CS will output the corresponding
cipheryext, otherwise return ⊥.
Step 6: Decryption. DU firstly calculates the hash value

of the cipheryext and compare it with the hash stored in the
blockchain. If the two hash values are the same, DU will
decrypt the secret key kθ ,and the cipheryext.

C. MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND ALGORITHM DESIGN
Although CP-ABE scheme can realize fine-grained data
access control and encryption, the cloud servers are usually
semi-trusted, and they will execute the user’s commands.
In the absence of oversight or under specific attacks, the data
stored in cloud servers may be tampered with, lost or dis-
closed. To overcome the shortcoming of CP-ABE, we collab-
orate cloud and blockchain architecture to improve CP-ABE
scheme. The details of model construction and the related
algorithms can be described as below.

Firstly, TC performs the global setting to generate the
public key and themain secret key. The input of this algorithm
is secure parameters and attribute set. The output of this
algorithm is a public parameter GP, the secret key of the
public attribute PAKx , the public key PK and the main secret
key MK . TC selects two bilinear group G and GT with a
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FIGURE 3. (a) The components of medical data. (b) The components of
medical data abstract.

prime number p order, g and g0 are the generators of G.
Define e: G × G→ GT as a bilinear mapping and two hash
functions as: H : {0, 1}∗ → G, H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p , where
Z∗p is the multiplicative group of residual rings. TC verifies
the identity of AA and assigns the legal global identity aid
and defines the number of AA as l. TC outputs the GP =
{G,GT ,H ,H1, e, p, g, g0, k}. Define the attribute set as A,
randomly select a element vx ∈ Zp and calculate the public
attribute secret key PAKx = gvx for each attribute element x.
TC selects elements a, α, β ∈ Z∗p to calculate the public key
and the main secret key as below.

PK = {GP, ga, gα, e(g, g)β ,PAKx} (1)

MK = {α, gβ , {vx |x ∈ A}} (2)

Secondly, TC generates secret keys for DO and CS. The
input of this algorithm is a random number, and the output is
the public and secret key pair of DO and CS. TC selects two
big prime numbers p and q, and calculates n = p.q. Define
the Euler function of n as ϕ(n). TC select a random number T ,
where T and ϕ(n) are co-prime and T ∈ [1, ϕ(n)]. Calculate
the congruence as S.T ≡ 1 mod (ϕ(n)), and the secret key of
DO as SKDO = S and the public key as PKDO = {T , n}. TC
generates the public and secret key pair for CS according to
the above steps, the secret key and the public key of CS are
calculated as SKCS = S ′ and PKCS = {T ′, n′}.

Thirdly, generate the secret key of DU. The input and out-
put of this algorithm are random numbers, and the attribute set
of DU and the secret key of DU. DU submits the application
to AA, and AA verifies the legality of the identity of DU and
assigns the identity uid and the attribute set Aaid,uid , then
generates the secret key. AA selects t ∈ Z∗p and calculates
D = gβ .gat ,D′ = g′,D

′′

= gaα . For ∀x ∈ Aaid,uid , calculate

Dx = h(x)
1
vx . The secret key of DU is set as SKDU =

(D,D′,D
′′

,Dx).

Fourthly, encrypting and store data. Before encrypt data,
DO should perform the encryption algorithm and generate the
index. The input and output of this algorithm are data set F
and keyword index IW . Assuming the shared data set of DO
is F = (F1,F2, . . . ,Fd ), where d is the number of F . DO
calculates each data Fθ , 1 6 θ 6 d , and selects a random
number τθ to calculate Iθ = gτθ . Select the keyword set
W = {w1,w2, . . .wm} where m is the number of keywords in
W. Set the index for each keywordwj as {Iwj} = {I , {Iθ,j, Iθ }},
and the index for the keyword set asIW = {Iwj}, 1 6 j 6 m.
In the data encryption algorithm, the input and output are the
data file F , the content secret key kθ , the public key PK ,
the access strategy (M , ρ) and the cipheryext of data file,
cipheryext of the content secret key.DO randomly selects the
secret key kθ from the secret key space. Use the symmetric
encryption algorithm to get the cipheryext Cθ = Enc(Fθ )
of Fθ . Input PK ,kθ and access strategy (M , ρ) to get the
cipheryext of kθ .

C ′ = kθ .e(g.g)βs (3)

For (M , ρ), M ∈ Rl×n, ρ maps each row of M to a
different attribute. DO selects s as a secret key and selects
a random number y1, y2, . . . , yn ∈ Zp, and defines v =
(s, y2, . . . , yn). Calculate λi = Mi.v, 1 6 i 6 l, where
Mi is the ith row of M , and randomly select ri ∈ Zp to
calculate C ′′ = gs,Ci = (gvρ(i))ri , C ′ = gaλi .H (ρ(i))ri and
CT ′ = {(M , ρ),C ′,C ′′,Ci,C ′i }. Then the cipheryext of ct
can be calculated as below.

CT = (IW ,Cθ ,CT ′) (4)

After encrypting, the cipheryext will be uploaded to CS.
The input and output of the cipheryext uploading algorithm
are the cipheryext ct and the hash value of ct, the signature of
DO. In this algorithm, DO calculates the hash and signature
of ct as H (CT ) and SigDO(CT ) = H (CT )S mod n, then
DO sends CT, H (CT ) and SigDO to CS. DO will do the
authentication based on the equation SigDO(CT ) = H (CT )
and compare the calculated has with the sent hash, if the
two hash is the same,CS will return 1 and the data location
to DO, otherwise, return ⊥. It is the blockchain transac-
tion process after uploading the cipheryext to CS. The input
and output of blockchain transaction algorithms are the data
abstract block and its signature, and the transaction sheet.
DO encrypts the data location using the content secret key
kθ to get the cipheryext CTLocation. DO stores H (CT ), IW ,
(M , ρ),CTLocation, PKDO, hospital name, doctor identities
information into the abstract block, and calculates the hash
asH (trans).DO records timestamp, transaction ID, and signs
the transaction as SigDO(trans) = H (trans)S mod n. DO
submits the transaction, signature and verification request to
the blockchain node. After receiving the transaction sheet, the
blockchain node receives the transaction sheet and extracts
the public key and verifies the signature of the transaction
sheet. If SigDO(trans)S = H (trans), comparing the hash value
of the transaction sheet, if the two hash is the same, the data
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is normal and performs the consensus operation, otherwise,
the date can’t be store in the block.

Fifth, the data access. When DU wants to access data,
he/she should generate the search token, and then send the
search request to the blockchain node. The blockchain node
will perform the matching algorithm to generate the keyword
set. The input and output of the matching algorithm are the
search token and keyword set, respectively. To generate the
search token, for the keyword set W ′ = (w′1,w

′

2, . . . ,w
′

m′ ),
where m′ is the number of keywords. DU selects π ∈ Z∗p to

calculate t1 = gaπ .
m′∏
j=1

gπH1(w′j) and t2 = gaπ , t3 = D
′′π . DU

generates the search token as TW ′ = (t1, t2, t3) and sends it
to the blockchain node. After receiving the search request,
the blockchain node verifies whether there exists an index
matching a keyword index of TW ′ , that is to say whether
Iwj ∈ IW . As long as it search successfully, the blockchain
will return the transaction sheet, otherwise, return ⊥.

Sixth, decryption. DU receives the transaction sheet from
the blockchain. If the attribute of DU isn’t in the revoca-
tion list ALRx and the attribute satisfies the access strategy
embedded in the access strategy, DU decrypts CTLocation
based on kθ and download the data from CS. After receiving
the cipheryext, DU calculates the hash and check the hash
and check that the hash is consistent with the hash stored
in the blockchain, if consistent, do the decryption. Accord-
ing to the linear secret sharing scheme, there is a constant
{ωi ∈ Zp}i∈I satisfies

∑
i∈I
ωiλi = s. The input and output of

the decryption algorithm are CT , SKDU , CTLocation and data
file Fθ . DU firstly calculate A = A2

A1
= e(g, g)ats, where

A1 =
∏
i∈I
e(Ci,Dρ(i))ωi ,A2 =

∏
i∈I
e(C ′i ,D

′)ωi , then calculates

the secret key kθ of content kθ = C ′.A
e(D,C ′′) . So far, DU gets

the data file stored location by decrypting CTLocation, and
searching the data file to get the cipheryext CT . Then, DU
calculates the hash and compares it with that stored in the
blockchain, if the two hash is the same, do the decryption.

III. THE IMPROVED PBFT CONSENSUS ALGORITHM
A. PRACTICAL BYZANTINE FAULT TOLERANCE
ALGORITHM
Byzantine Generals Problem is proposed to be a fictitious
model to explain the consistency problem. In the consor-
tium blockchain system the Leader node is selected from
the information center. Using the membership review of the
consortium chain, the system can ensure the majority of the
newly added nodes are reliable. However, it is not sure that
there is no Byzantine node in these newly added nodes. Once
the Byzantine node is elected as the master node, it may
discard or change the privacy data. Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT) is a practical method that can tolerate the
Byzantine nodes with the number is not more than one-third
of a total number of the nodes. PBFT reduces the complexity
of BFT from exponential level to polynomial level. In the
PBFT consensus model, the nodes can be classified into the

master node and backup node. The master node is elected by
turns and the number of it can be calculated as follows.

s = v mod |R| (5)

If the master node is reliable, it will collaborate with the
backup nodes to perform the pre-prepare, prepare and commit
processes. The backup nodes will perform the view change
protocol to reelect the new master node when the master
node performs a round of consensus or the Byzantine nodes
emerge. Whereas the Raft consensus can only tolerate node
failure, PBFT can only tolerate the Byzantine nodes with
the number is not more than one-third of a total number
of the nodes, but the master node is polling selected and
the algorithm lacks the judgment of the node state. Once
the Byzantine node is selected as the master node, it may
result in the client proposal fails to reach consensus until
other backup nodes perform the view change protocol [35].
The computational of this process is very high. Secondly,
although PBFT can accommodate some Byzantine nodes
without impacting other nodes to be consensus, it won’t deal
with these malicious nodes or punish them. These Byzantine
nodes will take malicious measures without paying any price.
If these Byzantine nodes are left untreated and are polled as
the master nodes, this will reduce the consensus efficiency.
According to the above analysis, this paper proposes a node
state-checkable PBFT (sc-PBFT) algorithm which will be
illustrated in the following subsections.

B. THE NODE STATE DETECTION AND PUNISHMENT
Several improved PBFT algorithms have been proposed, ref-
erence [36] proposed an alternated set voting based Prac-
tical Byzantine Fault algorithm which can optimize the
consensus process and reduces the communication times
among the nodes, but the Byzantine nodes are still brought
into the backup node-set and are taken as the campaigners
in the next round election. The scaled Byzantine nodes will
result in the master nodes switching frequently. The authors
in [37] brought verifiable random function (VRF) before
the three PBFT consensus stages to ensure the randomness
of the election of the master node, but VRF will result in
the system performance reduced with the scale of the nodes
increasing. In this paper, we propose a node state checkable
PBFT algorithm that can detect the node state to avoid the
Byzantine node serving as the master node and to reduce the
invalid communications. Moreover, the proposed consensus
algorithm can put the malicious nodes into the isolated area
and trace their source and eliminate it.

Different from the nodes anonymously joining into the pub-
lic blockchain, there is a strict access mechanism for the
newly added nodes in the consortium blockchain. From
the respects to credibility, security, and performance, the
participated consensus nodes in the consortium blockchain
are supplied by the information center. In this paper, we take
the state attributes of the newly added consensus nodes
and assign a state information sheet for each participated
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TABLE 1. Node state information sheet.

FIGURE 4. The process of node state marking.

consensus node. The node state information sheet is shown
Table 1.

There may be many user nodes in the consortium
blockchain. While the nodes participating in consensus are
from the information centers or enterprises and the number
of that is small. Due to the high cost of communication and
performance, the number of the nodes that participating in
the consensus is not more than 100, and maintain a node state
information sheet for each node will not create an additional
computational burden. The first time that the system runs, the
state information sheet of every consensus node won’t record
the state of any nodes. Before performing the three-stage con-
sensus processes, the systemwill check the state of the master
node in the node state information sheet, if the master node
is not in the sheet, the system will verify the signature of this
node, if the signature is right, this node will be added into the
node state information sheet. After performing the consensus
process, completing or stopping a round of consensus, the
participated backup nodes will mark the master node of the
current view. The node marking process is shown Figure 4.

If a round of consensus following a three-stage process,
the backup nodes will mark the master node as ‘‘normal’’.
During the consensus process, if the master node doesn’t
respond until the consensus process over time and doesn’t
complete. Since the system can’t judge whether the master
node accidentally disconnected or doesn’t send the consen-
sus proposal deliberately, other backup nodes will mark the
master node as ‘‘unstable’’ and perform the view-change
protocol to elect a newmaster node to complete the consensus
process. If the node with the state ‘‘unstable’’ is elected as
the master node for two consecutive times and the consensus
processes are over time, then the node will be marked as
‘‘malicious’’. However, if the ‘‘unstable’’ node completes

the consensus before the next election of the master node,
the ‘‘unstable’’ node can still recover to be a normal node.
In one round of consensus, if the backup node finds malicious
measures such as forging the signature, tampering with the
proposal information, the view-change protocol should be
launched immediately, and if the view-change is passed by
the whole backup nodes, this master node will be marked as
‘‘malicious’’.

Assuming that n nodes participating in the consensus pro-
cess, after n rounds of consensuses all the nodes have been
elected as the master nodes and every node participating in
the consensus process maintains a complete state informa-
tion sheet. If the nodes in the consortium blockchain are
reliable, then most of the nodes should be normal and few
nodes are unstable, this demonstrates that the network status
of the consortium is healthy. In reality, there may be some
Byzantine nodes in the consortium blockchain which has a
strict identity access mechanism, and the number of these
Byzantine nodes is difficult to exceed one-third of the num-
ber of the consensus participating nodes. Therefore, these
Byzantine nodes are presented as the backup nodes and the
generated malicious results will be discarded during the con-
sensus process. If these Byzantine nodes are presented as the
master nodes in the consensus system and can’t tamper users’
data, they may bring a large performance or timeout impacts.
Therefore, after the Byzantine node is elected as the master
node once, it will be marked as ‘‘malicious’’ in other reliable
nodes’ state information sheet. When the Byzantine node is
elected as the master node again, and we can eliminate it by
the corresponding state ‘‘malicious’’. By doing this, we can
avoid the unnecessary consensus error-correcting time. The
paper also establishes an isolation area for the ‘‘unstable’’
and ‘‘malicious’’ nodes. If the node used to be marked as
‘‘unstable’’, then the isolation area will record the number of
‘‘unstable’’ states, if a node has a large number of ‘‘unstable’’
states, it will be treated as an aged node and eliminated. If a
node has a ‘‘malicious’’ mark, it will be put into the isola-
tion area immediately. For m rounds of consensus, a system
consensus will be launched and the system administrator can
trace or deal with the Byzantine nodes according to the node
information recorded in the isolation area.

C. THE CONSENSUS PROCESS OF sc-PBFT
In the proposed sc-PBFT algorithm, the adversary mode can
be abstracted as n = 3f + 1, where n is the whole number
of the nodes that participating in the consensus, f is the
number of Byzantine nodes and f 6

⌊
n−1
3

⌋
. Readers can

refer to Section IV-A for the above equation relation. Since
the traditional PBFT algorithm is based on the state machine
principle replication, the nodes in the consensus network can
be called replica nodes [29]. The replica nodes can be divided
as primary master nodes and backup nodes. The master node
can be got based on the replica node ID in a polling pattern.
The master node and the backup node run in the view, and
each master node corresponds to a view. If the master node
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FIGURE 5. The process of three-stage consensus.

is changed we should perform the view-change protocol.
Figure 5 illustrates the consensus process of the proposed
sc-PBFT.

Although the sc-PBFT algorithm continues to use the
three-stage protocol in the consensus process, in the three-
stage process, it adds the processes of checking the master
node state, marking the master node state, and isolating the
Byzantine nodes. Any time-out or malicious measures of the
master node will be marked by the backup nodes. As shown
in Figure 5, a successful consensus process includes five steps
which are shown below.
Step 1. Request: When the patient DO wants to upload

the EHR or the data user DU wants to access transaction,
they will send request < Request,m, t, c > to the master
node primary by the client, where the m is the content of the
proposal, c is the identity of the client, t is the timestamp of
the proposal. In this step, the user will submit the consen-
sus proposal information to the consortium blockchain. This
information will be signed by the client and then participate
in the core process of consensus.
Step 2. Pre-prepare: The master node will verify the iden-

tity of the sender, number m, and generate the corresponding
abstract. Pack and send them to the backup node. Define
the content of the information as � Pre − Prepare, v, n,
d >,m, p >, where v records the number of the view running
the consensus, n is the number of m set by the master node, d
is the hash abstract of the proposal and p is the node number
of the master node.

Step 3.Prepare: When all the backup nodes receive the
information sent by the master node, we can select one
backup node b1 to illustrate. b1 check the state of the master
node with the node number p in the state information sheet.
If the master node state is malicious, then the backup node
b1 will launch a view-change protocol request to update the
master node, if the master node state is normal or unsta-
ble, then the backup node will broadcast the information
< Prepare, v, n, d, i > to other nodes except b1, where i is
the number of b1.
Step 4. Commit: Other nodes receive the prepared informa-

tion from b1 in Step 3. Similarly, b1 will receive the prepare
information from other backup nodes. b1 will firstly check
the rightness of the sent information, and whether the view
number of other nodes’ Prepare information is the same as
the view number of the master node’s Pre-prepare. If there

are at last 2f Prepare messages from other backup nodes are
in accordance with the Pre-prepare message of the master
node, the backup nodes of b1 will broadcast the message
< Commit, v, n,D(m), i > to other nodes, where D(m) is the
verifiable signature of proposal m.

Similarly, if the Prepare message is broadcasted by the
backup node b1 is normal, it will also receive the Commit
messages returned by other nodes. When the number of the
Commit message is at last 2f + 1, it means that the whole
network achieves the consensus. However, before the consen-
sus, if the master node finds any malicious measures, it will
result in the view-change protocol launched by the backup
nodes and mark the state of the master node as malicious,
and then put this master node into the isolation area waiting
to be processed.
Step 5. Reply: This step means that the consensus process

is over, the following is that all the nodes will return the
message <Reply, v, t, c, i, r> to the client, where r repre-
sents the execution result of the node. The network can only
tolerate f Byzantine nodes, if the client receives 2f +1 Reply
messages it means that the returned result has been achieved
the consensus authorization.

IV. MODEL AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSES
In this section, we will analyze the validity and security
of the proposed EHR sharing model. By comparing with
other existing EHR sharing models, the advantages of the
proposed EHR sharing model will be illustrated. Moreover,
the performance of the proposed consensus algorithm will
also be evaluated.

A. THE FAULT-TOLERANT ABILITY OF sc-PBFT
Although the consortium blockchain has a strict access mech-
anism, it can’t prevent the adversary from disguising the
Byzantine node to be a normal node and sneaking it into
the consortium blockchain. Assuming that f Byzantine nodes
tolerating the malicious measures and make sure that these
Byzantine nodes won’t make any impact on the consensus
result. We need to set the suitable number of nodes n to make
the f malicious nodes not be the majority. Before determining
n, we would like to clarify that the malicious measures, one
is the consensus participating node which doesn’t return the
executed result after receiving the consensus request. The
other is the consensus participating node returns a wrong
consensus result to deceive other nodes.

Under this premise, when a client makes a consensus
request, it should receive n messages if it is a normal node.
Due to the existence of the Byzantine node, the client receives
n − f response messages. To ensure the response message
becomes the majority, it should hold n−f > f , that is to say
the whole number of nodes n should be larger than 2f . On the
other hand, even if there are f nodes which don’t response to
the client, and there may be other reliable nodes that lose their
connections, that is to say, there may be an error-response
Byzantine node in the n − f response messages. To ensure
the system security we need to consider the situation that the
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FIGURE 6. The fault-tolerant ability of sc-PBFT and PBFT.

no-response nodes are all the reliable nodes losing connec-
tions, and there are f error messages from Byzantine nodes.
To ensure themessages from the reliable nodes aremajorities,
the n − f messages should be divided into n−f − f reliable
messages and f wrong messages, and it can be concluded that
n−f−f > f , n > 3f . Therefore, tolerate f Byzantine nodes
the total number of the nodes n should hold n > 3f + 1.
According to the above analyze, if the number of Byzantine

nodes holds f 6
⌊
n−1
3

⌋
, these Byzantine nodes can’t disturb

the consensus results of the system. However, as time goes on,
we assume that a Byzantine node comes out once every 1t ,
if these Byzantine nodes are not dealt with in time, they will
reduce the system performance and result in f >

⌊
n−1
3

⌋
, and

further threaten the security of the consortium blockchain.
Our paper proposes the node state checking and isolation
punishment mechanismwhich can report the node states after
m rounds of consensuses to eliminate the Byzantine nodes in
the network. Figure 6 shows the fault-tolerant ability of PBFT
and sc-PBFT.

B. VALIDITY AND SECURITY OF THE PROPOSED EHR
SHARING MODEL
Different from the model proposed in [38], our proposed
scheme introduces blockchain technology to carry out shar-
ing EHRs. The rightness of keyword searching and file
decryption have been verified in [38].

The cloud server is partially trusted and can execute the
user’s request. In our proposed model, the cloud server stores
the cipheryexts, it can’t decrypt the cipheryexts without a
decryption key. Therefore, data privacy can be guaranteed.

The access strategy is defined by DO, the content key, and
the file location and the file cipheryext will be decrypted
when the attributes of DO satisfy the access strategy. There-
fore, DU can’t achieve the DO’s EHR if its identity is not eli-
gible. At the same time, our proposed scheme record the hash
value of EHR and the access strategy ofDO in the blockchain,
DU can verify the data integrity and audit the data. Once
the cloud server deletes or tamper the data illegally, After

getting the data,DUwill calculate the data hash and compare
it with the hash stored in the blockchain. DU will easily
find the difference between the two hashes and send the
error report according to the hash collision. The proposed
consensus algorithm can ensure the service of data storage
and query implement successfully whenDO stores data in the
blockchain and DU sends a query request to the blockchain.
DO signs for the cipheryext and transaction based on the

public key T. When sending the signature toCS and verifying
the blockchain node, we adopt the RSA [39] algorithm to
ensure the validity of the following equations.

SigDO(CT )T = H (CT ) (6)

SigDO(trans)T = H (trans) (7)

DO uses the secret key to sign when sending the encrypted
EHR to CS. The identity of DO is secret because the public
and secret key pair is fully trusted, which is assigned and
stored by TC. When DU accesses the data it will ensure
the security of its identity by using the unique identity and
attribute set. In the multi-keyword searching scheme, the
sniffer can’t guess the keywords and can’t generate the cor-
responding token because the keyword index is generated by
a random number. Therefore, the keyword searching scheme
is secure.

C. MODEL CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we compare our proposed EHR sharing
scheme with other existing schemes in a contrastive way.
As shown in Table 2, we summarize the advantages and
disadvantages of our proposed EHR sharing model and the
existing EHR sharing models. On the other hand, to illustrate
the superiority of our proposed scheme, we analyze the prob-
lems of the existing sharing model and conclude the counter
methods which are shown in Table 3. From Table 2 we can
see that our proposed EHR sharing model has some advan-
tages with respect to privacy protection and fine-grained
access control. However, we can also see that our proposed
scheme can’t support smart contracts and in future work,
we will use the smart contract to make the transaction process
automatically.

D. THE TPS ANALYSIS OF sc-PBFT ALGORITHM
To evaluate the performance of the proposed sc-PBFT algo-
rithm, we will test the effectiveness of sc-PBFT under the
conditions of existing and absenting Byzantine nodes.We use
4 PCs to simulate the consortium blockchain network and the
configuration of these PCs is shown in Table 4.

Comparing our proposed consensus algorithm with other
existing algorithms such as PoW, Raft, PBFT under the
conditions of existing Byzantine node and absenting Byzan-
tine node. We test the handling capacity and latency.
We would like to clarify that the test won’t run on a specific
blockchain platform, but is deployed on the above 4 PCs. The
blockchain network is completed using Python 3.6. We use a
lightweight open-source test framework wrk which is based
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TABLE 2. Comparison between different models.

TABLE 3. The problems of the existing sharing model and the counter.

on HTTP protocol and can use the asynchronous event-driven
framework to bring large concurrent requests. Due to the
client’s needs to submit the consortium blockchain user infor-
mation and data, we use lua script to generate POST requests.
We use Transactions Per Seconds (TPS) as the handling

capacity which can be defined as below.

TPS =
number of transactions

seconds
(8)

In the experiments, we test Pow, Raft, PBFT, and sc-PBFT
consensus algorithms 30 times. From Figure 7 we can see that
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TABLE 4. The node configuration in consortium blockchain.

the partially decentralized Raft algorithm has the highest TPS,
this is because the master node dispenses clients’ requests,
and the follower node only verifies the information content of
the Leader node and doesn’t judge whether the Leader node
is Byzantine node among the Follower nodes. Our sc-PBFT
and the PBFT algorithms are ranked the second and third, this
is because in the two algorithms, the backup nodes not only
verify the information content of the Primary node, but also
judge whether the Primary node is the Byzantine node among
the backup nodes, and the TPS is sacrificed to guarantee
the security of the consortium blockchain network. We can
also see that the Pow algorithm has the worst TPS because
this algorithm is completely decentralized and generates new
blocks is very difficult. By adding the number of Byzan-
tine nodes we evaluate the TPS of our proposed sc-PBFT
algorithm.

We set the time-out period as 10 seconds. For the men-
tioned decentralized algorithms Raft, PBFT and sc-PBFT.
The four-node take a turn as the master node, and the Byzan-
tine node will take a turn as the master node. While the nodes
in the completely decentralized algorithm Pow have equal
status and there is no master node. From Figure 8, we can
see that when the Byzantine node becomes the master node,
Raft algorithm doesn’t have any defense abilities and the
Byzantine nodes will act as the master node and won’t be
found. At this moment, the delivered messages in the whole
network are all from the Byzantine nodes. While in the PBFT
algorithm, when the Byzantine node takes turn as the master
node, other backup nodes will identify it as the Byzantine
node, which means that the nodes are busy checking the
master node and can’t deliver the user’s messages. Same
as PBFT algorithm, the sc-PBFT algorithm also reflects the
same property in the first round of consensus. However, after
first finding the Byzantine node, when meeting the Byzantine
node again the sc-PBFT algorithm will deny it to take a turn
as the master node. This makes the sc-PBFT generate 21.7%
more blocks than PBFT algorithm in the same time period.
Since Pow algorithm is completely decentralized consensus
algorithm, and it can run normally if there are not more
51 percent of the nodes launching an attack.

E. THE LATENCY ANALYSIS OF sc-PBFT ALGORITHM
We test the latency of our proposed algorithm and the other
three consensus algorithms under the conditions of existing

FIGURE 7. TPS test with no Byzantine node.

FIGURE 8. TPS test with one Byzantine node.

and absenting Byzantine nodes. We set the time-out period
as 10 seconds and the nodes will be declined if there is no
consensus response in 10 seconds. The latency equation is
defined as below.

Latency = Timesuccess − Timerequest (9)

where Timesuccess is the time of consensus complete success-
fully and Timerequest is the time of sending request. In this
experiment, we calculate the latency 50 times under the
conditions of existing and absenting Byzantine nodes. The
average latency for the 50 testings is shown Figure 9. From
Figure 9 we can see that the latency of Pow algorithm is
the highest which is about 25s, but the number of Byzantine
nodes is not more than 51% of the total number of the
nodes, the Byzantine nodes will have little impact on the
network. This is because Pow is a completely distributed
consensus algorithm and every node competes to achieve the
block, which takes plenty of time. The partially decentralized
Raft algorithm has the shortest latency of about 0.4s under
the condition of absenting Byzantine node. However, the
premise is that no Byzantine node is elected as the mas-
ter node, once the Byzantine node is elected as the master
node the whole network will fall into a disordered state, and
the consensus content and the latency will be grasped by
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FIGURE 9. Consensus latency with and without Byzantine node.

the Byzantine node until time out. The speed of PBFT and
sc-PBFT to achieve consensus is fast, and the latency of the
two algorithms doesn’t exceed 0.8s. Comparing with Raft
algorithm, PBFT and sc-PBFT are more secure. If the number
of Byzantine nodes doesn’t exceed one-third of the total
number of nodes, the tampered information will be found
and modified by the backup nodes. However, the Byzantine
nodes will make the consensus timeout and impact the user’s
communication. In the sc-PBFT algorithm, the first time that
the Byzantine node served as the master node will be under
the same influence, but the backup nodes won’t support the
Byzantine node to be the master node, which will avoid the
Byzantine node disturbing the latency.

V. CONCLUSION
EHR sharing scheme is very important which can ensure
the patients achieve comprehensive and accurate treatment.
EHR sharing scheme can enforce the information exchange
among different hospitals and promote the development of
the medical area. Due to the EHR contains a lot of informa-
tion, we should protect data privacy during the data sharing
process.

The proposed scheme stores data in both on-chain and off-
chain, which can ensure the authenticity and integrity of the
shared data. This paper uses the multi-keywords searchable
encryption scheme which can improve the efficiency and the
accuracy of the cipheryext. In the consensus process, tolerate
and capture the Byzantine node. We propose an improved
PBFT consensus algorithm that adds the node state checking
and malicious node isolating mechanism. By doing this, the
proposed algorithm can isolate the Byzantine node to be
the master node and reduce their impact on the consortium
blockchain. The experimental results show that our proposed
EHR sharing scheme has some advantages comparing other
existing schemes. The consensus algorithm can reduce the
disturbance of the Byzantine node and improve the produc-
tion of the consensus result. In addition, there is still addi-
tional work to improve the proposed consensus algorithm.
Although the proposed algorithm can capture and isolate the

Byzantine nodes, it needs to restart the consortium blockchain
network when deleting the consensus nodes in the informa-
tion center. In the future, we will optimize the consortium
blockchain network to improve the ability to dynamically add
or delete the consensus node. We will also attempt to use
the zero-knowledge proof and homomorphic encryption, etc.,
to encrypt the identity and EHR of the patient.
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